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Executive Summary

• The United States installed 4.0 GW\textsubscript{DC} in H1 2016, a 47% increase from H1 2015 – 29.9 GW\textsubscript{DC} total through H1 2016.
  – While the top five states in H1 2016 are established markets, many new large markets are emerging, with 14 states installing more than 50 MW in H1 2016, including Utah, Georgia, and South Carolina.
  – Emerging business practices are driving more solar deployment, such as Community Solar, Corporate PPA’s, and PURPA contracts.
• Analysts estimate that between 61 GW and 74 GW of PV will be installed globally in 2016 (53 GW were installed in 2015).
  – China installed 20 GW in H1 2016 in large part due to scheduled FiT change in H2 2016.
• In Q2 2016, residential installation costs (excluding SG&A) for three of the leading firms in the United States ranged from $2.07/W to $2.27/W.
• After several years of relatively flat pricing, modules and components have begun a period of rapid price declines.
  – Analysts have reported a significant drop in module pricing since July 2016, with module quotes between $0.40/W–$0.50/W in the second half of 2016 and still falling – some in the industry have seen quotes well below $0.40/W for 2017 delivery.
• Nine publically traded PV companies shipped a total of 9 GW in Q2 2016.
  – This is 12% more than Q1 2016 and 48% more than Q2 2015.
• U.S. module and cell manufacturers had the largest six months of production ever, caused in part by U.S. tariffs in place on Chinese modules and cells, and by a growing U.S. market.
  – However, U.S. manufacturers may encounter increased competition due to the downward module price pressure and the expansion of manufacturing capacity in countries not subject to U.S. tariffs.
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Analysts recently estimated that between 61 GW and 74 GW of PV will be installed globally in 2016 (53 GW in 2015).

- China and the United States are expected to be the largest markets through 2020.
- Due to recent module price reductions, analysts may revise their projections upwards.

Annual global installations are projected to grow to be 90 GW–100 GW by 2020.
- The majority of the growth is expected to come from emerging markets (ROW).

**Note:** P = projection. Bar represents median projection. Error bars represent high and low projections. Not all data sources project every market segment.

**Sources:** Data displayed represent the median figures from the following sources: BNEF (09/10/16); Cowen & Co. (08/23/16); Deutsche Bank (09/06/16); Goldman Sachs (08/29/16), GTM Research (July 2016); IHS Technology (09/02/16); Mercom (09/05/16); Solar Power Europe (June 2016).
Key Markets Update

Country Installations

- China with 20 GW was by far the world’s largest market in H1 2016.
  - Chinese companies were rushing to qualify for higher FiT.
  - The United States with 3.6 GW and India with 2.2 GW had their largest first six months ever, while Japan contracted a little.
- The Chinese market is expected to significantly contract in second half of year, while the United States should be largest market in the world in H2 2016.

**Note:** P=projection for second half of 2016

CSP Market Worldwide

Source: Bloomberg NEF “Power Plant” database, accessed 09/30/16
While there are no active CSP projects in the historically strong markets of Spain and the United States, there are approximately 5 GW of CSP projects in some stage of development elsewhere (in addition to the 5.9 GW installed).

- China announced in September the first batch of CSP projects to promote the technology within the country. The 1.3 GW in projects is expected to be operational before 2019 and will receive a higher FiT credit of CNY1.15 (~$0.17) per kWh.

Continued development around the globe has allowed the technology to continue to drop in price.

- In Chile, SolarReserve bid its Copiapó project with a capacity of 240 MW and 14 hours of thermal energy storage, at a record-low CSP price of $63/MWh.
  - SolarReserve claims the technology advancements used in this bid were due to the operational experience from the Nevada Crescent Dunes facility (funded through the DOE loan program).
  - Chile has rich solar resources and can source most of the equipment locally.
  - Despite the low price and Chile’s surplus of daytime PV production, no CSP projects were selected in the solicitation, though they plan to rebid in the December auction.

Sources: Bloomberg NEF “Power Plant” database, accessed 09/30/16; CSP Today (09/07/16); Reuters (09/14/16)
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Analysts estimate that between 11 GW and 15 GW of PV will be installed in the United States in 2016 (7.3 GW were installed in 2015).

- The vast majority is expected to come from the utility-scale sector; however, other markets are projected to grow as well.
- 2016 is lower than previously expected, as projects spill into 2017 and later.

While analysts project that the distributed PV market will continue to grow through 2021, with the residential market reaching 5 GW of demand, the utility-scale market is expected to slump in 2017–2018 before rebounding in 2019.

- Between 2016 and 2021, there is estimated to be between 67 GW and 99 GW of PV additions.

Note: P = projection. Bar represents median projection. Error bars represent high and low projections. Not all data sources project every market segment.

Sources: Data displayed represents the median figures from the following sources: BNEF (06/06/16); Cowen & Co. (08/23/16); Deutsche Bank (09/06/16); Goldman Sachs (08/29/16); GTM Research (July 2016); IHS Technology (09/02/16); Solar Power Europe (June 2016).
The United States installed 4.0 GW_{DC} in H1 2016, a 47% increase from H1 2015 – 29.9 GW_{DC} total.

- The United States has installed over 1 GW the past 11 quarters and ~2–3 GW the past 3 quarters.

While the top five states in H1 2016 are established markets, many new large markets are emerging, with 14 states installing more than 50 MW in H1 2016, including Utah, Georgia, and South Carolina.

- The California residential market dropped from Q1 to Q2 in part because of the uncertainty surrounding the switch to time-of-use rates, extension of the ITC, and the continued drop in system pricing (making for more of a wait-and-see environment).
- In contrast, the Arizona residential market (and others) surged so customers could lock into favorable rate structures.

Residential solar installations are dominated by a few installers, compromising approximately 46% of the market in H1 2016 compared to 52% in H1 2015.

- The residential market grew by 33% from H1 2015 to H1 2016, while SolarCity and Vivint Solar only grew 17% and 3% respectively. Sunrun, however, grew by 58% to become second-largest residential installer.

- While H1 is typically lower than H2, third-party installers face increased challenges from new financing options, such as loans.

- These companies are also diversifying their finance offerings.

  - Loans and cash purchases made up 19% of SolarCity’s July bookings—they expect this number to grow.

Sources: Corporate filing, GTM/SEIA Q3 2016
Weak Demand for Distributed PV?

Initial reporting for 2016 is indicating a slowdown in growth in the distributed sector.
- As of Q2, top DG installers have only deployed 34% of their original projections for 2016.
- Q1 and Q2 installations are smaller than Q4 2015 installs.

Residential and commercial installers have reduced projections for 2016, and they have expressed uncertainty in their ability to meet projections.

Analysts have cited regulatory concerns (Nevada NEM, California’s ToU rates) as suppressing demand for distributed PV.
- Consumers may be delaying purchases until they have more certainty about potential regulatory impacts.

**Residential and C&I Installations and Projections for Top Installers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Installations H1 '16</th>
<th>Original 2016 Projections</th>
<th>Revised 2016 Projections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GW Installed or Projected</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SunPower</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SolarCity</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivint</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SunRun</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** C&I=commercial and industrial  
**Source:** Corporate filings Q2 2016 (and previous); UBS 4/27/16
Community Solar

- GTM Research expects community solar projects in California and the Northeast to double the total installed capacity to over 200 MW by the end of 2016.
- As of July 2016, there were 175 MW of community solar projects installed in the United States, and 38 states had 1,422 community solar projects in some stage of development—a pipeline over 1 GW.
  - Maryland recently approved regulation on a three-year 218-MW pilot community solar program with a 60-MW low and moderate-income carve-out.
- Most of the development is happening in five states: CA, CO, MA, MN, and NY.
- However, community solar projects face pressures due to reductions in net-metering credits, as well as interconnection and financing concerns.

Source: GTM/SEIA, Solar Market Insight Q3 2016
Utility-Scale PV Electricity Offtake

- Utility-scale PV deployment in North Carolina, the state with the second-largest capacity of utility-scale PV systems, is driven not by utility ownership or PPA's with utilities but by PURPA regulations that require utilities to purchase energy from qualifying facilities (QFs) at a utility’s “avoided cost.”
  - Avoided cost is the cost a utility would incur if it chooses either to provide the energy itself (by building new capacity) or to purchase the energy from non-qualifying facilities.
- Individual states determine how avoided cost is calculated and minimum capacity thresholds. NC requires utilities to establish up to a 15-year fixed-avoided cost contract for eligible PV facilities less than 5 MW.
  - Other states, such as AZ and NV, offer shorter-term contracts or lower capacity thresholds.

Under PURPA, the North Carolina Utilities Commission set mandates requiring utilities to offer standard PPA contracts of 15 years for PV project under 5 MW at rates of ~$0.07-$0.08/kWh.

In addition to a 15-year contract, North Carolina has a 35% state tax credit complementing the 30% federal tax credit.

- While the state tax credit expires in 2016, project developers have reported that some system prices are low enough that they would not need the state tax credit to move forward.

NC projects can offer an 8% return at a price of $1.70/W in only 15 years.

- Without the state ITC, system prices would need to be reduced to $1.28/W (and a 30-year life).

Other states are not as favorable. For example, in Utah in January 2016, the PSC reduced PURPA contracts from 20 to 15 years (utilities wanted two years).

- Under the Utah PSC’s rules for calculating avoided cost Rocky Mountain Power offers a standard contract, for PV systems up to 3 MW, a 15 year contract of $0.025/kWh–$0.032/kWh.

Sources: NREL internal modeling; Duke Energy Progress, LLC, “Power Purchase Schedule PP-1” after March 1, 2016; Rocky Mountain Power, “Second Revision of Sheet No. 37.1” effective May 31, 2015

Modeled NC PV Project Using PURPA – Costs and Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost/Value per Watt</th>
<th>with State ITC, 15 years</th>
<th>No State ITC, 30 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal ITC</td>
<td>$0.44</td>
<td>$0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>$0.44</td>
<td>$0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State ITC</td>
<td>$0.31</td>
<td>$0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating costs</td>
<td>($1.67)</td>
<td>($1.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System cost</td>
<td>($0.08)</td>
<td>($0.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: NREL internal modeling; Duke Energy Progress, LLC, “Power Purchase Schedule PP-1” after March 1, 2016; Rocky Mountain Power, “Second Revision of Sheet No. 37.1” effective May 31, 2015
Deployment of renewable energy grew in the 1980s and early 1990s in large part through California’s implementation of PURPA.

In the 1990s, fuel prices declined, which lessened the competitiveness of renewables and caused many states to revise PURPA rules, reducing the avoided-cost rate and contract length.

Currently, renewable energy, including solar, is becoming more competitive with other sources of electric generation and provides another avenue for further deployment in states with favorable PURPA rules.

Community Choice Aggregation Procurement

- Most electricity customers in the United States buy electricity from the same utilities that provide transmission and distribution services.
- In deregulated states, such as many parts of the Northeast, utilities are, for the most part, not permitted to own generating assets.
  - Although customers have the option to procure electricity from alternative electric suppliers (such as green power options), customer typically use the default option, having their regulated utility procure energy.
- Community choice aggregation (CCA) has emerged as an alternative energy procurement strategy for municipalities/regions with state-enabling legislation. CCA allows local governments to aggregate electricity demand and procure electricity from alternative suppliers on behalf of residential and, in some cases, commercial customers. Local utilities remain responsible for transmission, distribution, and billing services.
  - Many CCAs procure renewable energy in excess of their RPS requirements (including some local solar).
  - In 2015, community choice aggregators sold about 7.4 million MWh of renewable energy to about 1.9 million customers.
  - Opt-out policies are common and result in much higher participation (80%–90%) than opt-in programs (~2%, such as the case for green power purchase options).
  - A fee is paid by CCA customers to exit their existing utility.

SCE Proposes to Modernize Grid for Distributed Energy

- In response to rapid deployment of distributed energy resources (DER) to help fulfill 50% RPS targets, SCE is proposing to invest $2.3 billion from 2016 to 2020 to modernize the grid and act more as a distributed system operator (DSO)—part of a $23 billion capital program ($17.8 billion in distribution assets).
- CA PUC will decide whether SCE can increase rates in order to fund these investments. Similar initiatives are proposed or underway in New York (REV), Hawaii, and Maryland.
- SCE is exploring ways to bring distributed energy to markets by:
  - Having a modern grid that could enable more markets for DER (wholesale market participation; location specific services, including deferred upgrades; third-party markets for new products and services)
  - Enabling easier interconnection by forecasting DER adoption more accurately; making the grid more resilient and flexible; and adopting a seamless interconnection process
  - Bring more communication and automation to grid through expansion of fiber optic and field area networks.

## Grid Modernization around the States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Current Status</th>
<th>Budget</th>
<th>Distributed Energy Market Participation</th>
<th>Smart Meter Upgrades</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California (SCE)</td>
<td>Rate-case proposal</td>
<td>$2.3 Billion</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Smart meters already required in CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii (HECO)</td>
<td>Phase one completed in 2014; Phase 2 docket filed April 2016</td>
<td>$340 Million</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Request for Comments</td>
<td>$500,000 (for initial study)</td>
<td>Valuation for PV and Storage</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Key outcomes are similar to REV goals; initial studies financed by Pepco merger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>REV underway</td>
<td>$5 billion (NY Clean Energy Fund)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCE 2018 Rate Case; NY PSC Case14-M-0101; Hawaii PUC Docket No. 2016-0087; Maryland PUC 9/26/16
As of June 2016, CSP had the second-largest storage capacity of any technology in the United States, behind pumped storage (23 GW).

The EIA expects batteries to surpass CSP storage capacity in the next 12 months (420 MW vs. 405 MW).

- In June of 2015, there were only 154 MW of battery storage.
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System Pricing from Select States
2.5 kW–10 kW

- System prices are generally trending downward, but considerable variation exists in state reported pricing.
- System prices fell, on average 5% between H2 2015 and H1 2016.
- The lowest and highest prices in H1 2016 are seen in New York: $3.06/W (20th percentile), $5.60/W (80th percentile).

H1 2016 MW: AZ (44); CA (197); MA HO (30); MA 3-P (33); MD (0.1) NY H.O (24); NY 3rd-P (30).

Note: MA does not report whether a system is third-party owned. Therefore it was estimated using the "applicant entity" or "installer" for the following organizations: SolarCity, CPF Capital, Sunrun, Vivint, Sungevity.

Sources: CA NEM database; MA SREC Program; Arizona Public Services, and Salt River Project; MD Energy Administration; NY PV Incentive Program, accessed (10/4/16)
Note: MA does not report whether a system is third-party owned. Therefore it was estimated using the “applicant entity” or “installer” for the following organizations: SolarCity, CPF Capital, Sunrun, Vivint, Sungevity.

Sources: CA NEM database; MA SREC Program; Arizona Public Services, and Salt River Project; MD Energy Administration; NY PV Incentive Program, accessed (10/4/16)
In Q2 2016, SolarCity, Sunrun, and Vivint Solar costs dropped Q/Q, though Sunrun and SolarCity costs are still above Q4 2015-reported costs.
- Costs are higher than expected due to lower than expected deployment (and thus, fewer MW in which to spread fixed costs).

Developers report value for projects to be between $3.5/W and $4.5/W.
Average system prices for large systems in the above states remained flat 2015–H1 2016, with considerable variation among individual states.

Sources: CA NEM database; MA SREC Program; NY PV Incentive Program, accessed 10/4/16
Reported, Bottom-Up, and Analyst-Projected Average U.S. PV System Prices over Time

### Chart Description

- **2015$/WDC**
- **Installation Year**
- **Global Module Price Index**
- **Analyst Expectations of Module Price**

- **Legend:**
  - **Reported System Price, Residential**
  - **Reported System Price, Commercial (>500 kW)**
  - **Reported System Price, Utility**
  - **Modeled System Price, Residential**
  - **Modeled System Price, Commercial**
  - **Modeled System Price, Utility**
  - **Analyst Expectations, Residential**
  - **Analyst Expectations, Commercial**
  - **Analyst Expectations, Utility**

### Key Points

- All methodologies show a downward trend in PV system pricing.
- Reported pricing and modeled benchmarks historically had similar results; however, they have recently diverged in estimated pricing.
- Analysts expect system prices to continue to fall with low-end projections approaching SunShot targets by 2020.

**Note:** Reported prices represent the median national U.S. averages. Note. Error bars represent the high and low analyst expectations.

**Sources:** Reported residential and commercial system prices (Barbose and Dargouth 2016); reported utility system prices (Bolinger and Seel 2016); modeled system prices (Fu et al. 2016); analyst expectations (Cole et al. 2016); The Global Module Price Index is the average module selling price for the first buyer (P. Mints SPV Market Research); analyst expectation of module price) see Slide 44.
2015 Modeled, Reported, and Quoted System Price From Various Sources

- NREL and LBNL PV system pricing figures are consistent with other sources.
- Across various sources, reported system pricing is generally higher than modeled system pricing.
  - Reported values by SolarCity and Vivint Solar are lower, but they report cost—not price.

Note: Some sources only report a range, which is represented by the error bars.

Variation in Reported Price by State: Residential and Non-Residential PV Systems in 2015

- Some of the largest markets (CA, MA, NY) are relatively high-priced, pulling overall U.S. median prices upward.
- Pricing in most states is below the national median.
- Cross-state variation may reflect differences in installer competition and experience, retail rates and incentive levels, project characteristics particular to each region, labor costs, sales tax, and permitting and administrative processes.
- A high degree of variability also occurs within states.

The median installed price of PV fell steadily, by nearly 60%, to around $2.7/W_{AC} ($2.1/W_{DC}) in 2015.

The lowest 20th percentile fell from $2.3/W_{AC} ($1.8/W_{DC}) in 2014 to $2.2/W_{AC} ($1.6/W_{DC}) in 2015.

Capacity-weighted average prices were pushed higher in 2014 and 2015 by several very large projects that had been under construction for several years (but only entered our sample once complete).

Installed prices are shown here in both DC and AC terms, but because AC is more relevant to the utility sector, all metrics used in the rest of this slide deck are expressed solely in AC terms.

This sample is backward-looking and may not reflect the price of projects built in 2016–2017.

Bottom-Up Modeled System Price of PV Systems by Sector, Q4 2009 – Q1 2016

- Since Q4 2009, modeled system prices have fallen 14%–17% per year.
  - 45%–59% of reduction attributed to module price reductions
- From Q1 2015 to Q1 2016, modeled system prices fell between $0.08/W and $0.36/W, or 4%–20%.
- Modeled soft-cost are generally increasing as a proportion of the total price for distributed PV systems
  - 49% and 58% of modeled system price for commercial and residential systems respectively
- The Q1 2016 bottom-up modeled residential system price of $2.93/W is consistent with leading residential installers’ pricing, such as SolarCity’s ($2.71/W) and Vivint’s ($3.12/W reported Q4 2015 costs, plus a reasonable operating profit margin.

PV PPA Pricing

- There has been a strong, steady downward price trend since 2006, to <$50/MWh in 2015.
  - A few PPA’s are priced as aggressively as ~$30/MWh.
  - NV Power recently signed a PPA with a price $33.99/MWh, and a 2% inflation escalator.
- CA and the Southwest dominate the sample, but 2014 and 2015 saw a broadening of the market to TX, AR, AL, FL—and even MN and MI.
- Smaller projects (e.g., 20–50 MW) are seemingly no less competitive.
- About 70% of the PV sample has flat annual PPA pricing (in nominal dollars), while the rest escalate at low rates. Thus, average PPA prices decline over time in real dollar terms, making it more competitive with alternative energy sources.

Financing Cost Benchmarking

- NREL estimates that in 2016 the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) for large projects, or portfolios of projects (large and distributed), averages 5.5%–8.7%.
  - Tax equity is currently the most expensive source of capital and debt is the least expensive.
- Smaller-scale transactions have WACCs that average more in the range of 7.9% to 10.5%.
- The cost of capital is not the only cost of financing borne by a project. NREL found that in addition to bearing cost of capital, projects may also bear a 10%–15% developer fee as well as deal set-up costs averaging $1.1 million (with a range of $0.9 million to $1.7 million).

The price of residential systems in the United States remains much higher than in much of the world, including developed regions. A report from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory cited non-hardware costs as the primary difference in distributed PV system pricing, owing to differences in market size, incentive levels and incentive design, solar industry business models, demographics and customer awareness, building architecture, systems sizing and design, interconnection standards, labor wages, and permitting and interconnection processes.

While U.S. utility-scale projects are higher than global averages, the gap is much smaller than in the residential sector.
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Manufacturers’ Shipments
Top Cell/Module Manufacturers

- In Q2 2016, the above companies shipped 9 GW.
  - 12% more than Q1 2016, 48% more than Q2 2015
  - Trina leads in shipments with 1,658 MW shipped; JA Solar follows with 1,381 MW shipped.

**Note:** First Solar reports production, not shipments. Only ReneSola modules are represented. P = Projection.

**Sources:** Company figures based on Q2 2016 (and previous) SEC filings by the respective companies.
Industry margins were flat Q1–Q2 2016, with some variation among individual companies.
- 16% median gross margin of above companies in Q2 2016
- The median operating margin was 6% in Q2 2016.

First Solar has maintained the strongest gross margins in the industry (20%); SunPower had the weakest gross margin of the surveyed companies of 13% in Q2 2016.
- Most Asian manufactures saw gross margins of 17%–20% in Q2 2016.

PV manufacturers’ margins are likely to fall in H2 2016 with the drop in module pricing.

Sources: Company figures based on Q2 2016 (and previous) SEC filings by the respective companies
• U.S. module and cell manufacturing had the largest six months of production ever, with U.S. tariffs in place on Chinese modules and cells, and a growing U.S. market.
  – In H1 2016, c-Si cell and module production increased 45% and 63% respectively, y/y, while thin-film production increased 19% over the same period.
  – However, U.S. manufacturers may encounter increased competition due to the downward module price pressure and the expansion of manufacturing capacity in countries not subject to U.S. tariffs.
• Wafer production halted in the United States in 2016 as SunEdison consolidates its R&D facilities; however, wafer production effectively ended a few years ago.

Source: GTM Research & SEIA. “U.S. Solar Market Insight: Q3 2016”
• China’s antidumping tariffs, which were effectively implemented in August 2014 appear to be having an effect on U.S. polysilicon manufacturing.
  – The poly utilization rate was down from 91% in Q4 2014 to 34% in Q2 2016.

Source: GTM Research & SEIA. “U.S. Solar Market Insight: Q3 2016”
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After several years of relatively flat pricing, module and components have begun a period of rapid price declines.

- At the end of Q3 2016, wafer, cell, and module prices were down 44%, 34%, and 23% YTD.
- Poly pricing has returned to historically low levels.
- Differences still exist due to geography and efficiency, but range is shrinking.

**Note:** Error bars represent high and low quotes.

**Sources:** BNEF Solar Spot Price Index (01/03/16)
Very Low Module Pricing

- Recent levels of module price reduction have not been seen since 2009 and 2012.
- Analysts have reported a significant drop in module pricing since July 2016, with modules quotes between $0.40/W–$0.50/W in the second half of 2016 and still falling – some in the industry have seen quotes well below $0.40/W for 2017 delivery.
- Module prices are likely to remain under pressure in the second half of 2016 and 2017—many analysts see a path toward module costs of ~$0.3/W and module prices of $0.35/W–$0.4/W.
- However, many of the prices being reported represent contracts for delivery in 2017 and 2018.

Source: Barclays (12/14/09); Bloomberg New Energy Finance (10/03/16); UBS (2/12/10, 4/23/10, 7/27/10, 10/29/2010, 1/24/11, 6/3/11, 6/16/11, 8/17/11, 9/16/11, 12/12/11, 1/20/12, 2/13/12, 4/19/12)
Unpacking Low Module Prices

Several reasons explain the reported low module prices:

- Weaker Chinese demand since an H1 2016 installation rush to meet the government’s June 30 tariff cut deadline.
  - Analysts have recently reported that there will be an increase in Chinese demand, which may stabilize module prices, due to expected cut to Chinese tariffs June 30, 2017.
- There have been continued capacity additions from major component makers.
- Underlying costs continue to decrease.

Module Cost Structure: H2 2016

Sources: Cowen & Co (09/15/16); Deutsche Bank (10/10/16); Goldman Sachs (09/23/16); UBS (09/14/16)
PV Manufacturers’ Cost

- In Q2 2016, module costs were between $0.38 and $0.45/W.
  - Q2 2016 costs from the above companies are down $0.01 compared to Q1 2016, with significant variation among individual companies.
- Costs of currently reporting companies have decreased by 9% since Q2 2015.
  - Canadian Solar announced a Q4 2017 module cost goal of $0.29/W.
- Manufactures report in-house costs $0.04–$0.05 less than blended costs.

Sources: Company figures based on Q3 2016 (and previous) SEC filings by the respective companies (Deutsche Bank 8/01/16, 8/23/16, 8/25/16)
Recent analyst reports indicate module prices and costs are expected to continue to drop in the next few years, with some analysts expecting prices below $0.5/W and costs below $0.4/W as early as next year.

Due to the recent decline in module ASP it is likely that analysts will revise these projections downwards.

Sources: Lines represent the median estimates, and error bars represent the maximum and minimum, ASP and costs for First Solar, Trina Solar, Yingli, and industry averages from the following analysts: BNEF (09/01/16); Cowen (08/10/16, 08/23/16); Deutsche Bank (08/03/16, 08/23/16); Goldman Sachs (09/23/16); GTM Research (September 2016); IHS Research (06/20/16); Navigant Research (Q3 2016).
Inverter Pricing

From Q2 2015 to Q2 2016, inverter prices in the United States dropped by about one quarter.

Since Q4 2010, inverter prices have fallen by 60%–70%.

Source: GTM/SEIA “Solar Market Insight Q3 2016”
Enphase Microinverters and SolarEdge DC Optimized Inverter Systems

- From Q2 2015 to Q2 2016, Enphase inverter and SolarEdge optimizer prices fell approximately 19% and 16% respectively; however, SolarEdge costs decreased 19% while Enphase costs remained flat.
  - Enphase has cut its price to try to regain market share while it pursues its low cost roadmap of $0.10/W.
- SolarEdge shipments grew 59% from H1 2015 to H1 2016, while Enphase shipments dropped 8%.
  - Enphase is attempting to transition to being an energy management company with its planned storage offering.

Sources: Enphase/SolarEdge public filings; Cowen (05/03/16)
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SREC Markets

- SREC prices mostly increased or were flat in 2016, with some states seeing greater volatility.
- Maryland SREC values continue to plummet due to SREC oversupply, as installations have outpaced RPS requirements.
  - Oversupply is likely to continue unless the state expands its RPS.
- New Jersey’s SREC market has seen volatility due to upward revisions of reported capacities, which could indicate an oversupply in future years.

Market Activity

- Solar stocks continue to underperform relative to the general stock market.
- TAN saw a drop in Q2 2016 (↓3.6%).
  - S&P 500 is ↑2.9%; Russell 2000 is ↑7.3%.
- Missed deployment projections and weaker than expected growth in the distributed market impacted solar stock prices in 2016.

Note: Average market capitalization of securities in TAN was $1.4 billion (06/30/16), Russell 2000, $1.7b (05/27/16).
Source: Stock Market: Yahoo Finance (9/30/16)
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Corporate U.S. Tax Returns, by Size of Company Receipts

While only 1% of U.S. corporations make more than $50 million per year, they account for 78% of the income and depreciable property.

Note: “Receipts” refers to the cash a company receives; “revenue” refers to the amount a business earns.
To take advantage of the 30% federal tax credit, a company installing a 50-kW, 500-kW, or 1-MW PV system would require $30K, $300K, or $600K in income tax payments (assuming $2/W and ignoring the large depreciation benefits that also accompany PV systems).

On average, these translate to companies generating $10 million, $50 million, and $100 million in receipts respectively—excluding 85%–98% of United States. companies owning 18%–26% of depreciable property.

In comparison to the average company, the leading tax equity providers pay hundreds of millions of dollars in taxes, even AFTER receiving tax credits and adjustments.

A selection of six of the leading tax equity providers paid approximately $12 billion in federal taxes—enough to monetize an additional 20 GW of tax credits (assuming a cost $2/W and not taking into account accelerated depreciation).

Source: Corporate public filings
Generally, most LMI households will not be able to claim the ITC due to low tax appetite and eligibility for refundable tax credits.

- Refundable tax credits (e.g., Earned Income Tax Credit and Health Coverage Tax Credit) can lower a household’s tax burden below zero, while non-refundable tax credits (like the ITC) cannot.

However, there is substantial variation in marginal tax rates due to income composition, tax preferences, family structure, and total income.

In general, a moderate-income individual or household that is ineligible for refundable tax credits could claim the ITC, but they may still have inadequate tax appetite to claim it for an entire system.

To take advantage of the 30% federal tax credit in the first year, an individual installing a 5-kW PV system would require $4,500 in income tax payments (assuming $3/W).

On average, this translates to individuals making more than $50K per year—the 2014 U.S. median income was $52,000.

While the credit can be used over many years, the time-value-of-money diminishes its benefits the more time it takes.
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PV Manufacturers’ Gross Margins

- Industry gross margins increase by 1% Q1–Q2, with some variation among individual companies
  - 18% median gross margin of above companies in Q2 2016
  - 17% in Q1 2016
  - 17% in Q4 2015
  - 17% in Q2 2015

Sources: Company figures based on Q2 2016 (and previous) SEC filings by the respective companies.
PV Manufacturers’ Operating Margins

- Industry operating margins remain flat Q1 – Q2 2016 with some variation among individual companies.
  - 6% median operating margin of above companies in Q2 2016
  - 6% in Q1 2016
  - 8% in Q4 2015
  - 4% in Q2 2015
- There has been increasing stability among operating margins since 2014, but many companies continue to fluctuate between making an operating profit and posting an operating loss.

Sources: Company figures based on Q2 2016 (and previous) SEC filings by the surveyed companies.
List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

- **ASP**  average selling price
- **kW**  kilowatt
- **kWh**  kilowatt-hour
- **LMI**  low-to-moderate income
- **MM**  million
- **MW**  megawatt
- **PPA**  power purchase agreement
- **PURPA**  Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act
- **Q/Q**  quarter over quarter
- **ROW**  rest of world
- **SREC**  solar renewable energy certificates
- **ToU**  time of use
- **W**  watt
- **WACC**  weighted average cost of capital
- **y/y**  year over year
- **YTD**  year to date

**Sources:** Company figures based on Q2 2016 (and previous) SEC filings by the surveyed companies.